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ABSTRACT
Stadiums today have transitioned from a theater of sport to strictly capital driven
operations. Consequently, the very humble activity of watching sports is becoming a
privilege of only the wealthy. Although funded by taxpayer money, communities are
unable to utilize stadiums year round. Instead, stadiums sit vacant, creating large voids in
the urban fabric. However, a fracturing of the typical oval stadium can increase access
and develop a new neighborhood identity for the stadium. An increase in use by the
community will help enhance the connection the stadium has to the surrounding context.
Additional insertions of supplemental program create a stadium that is self-sustaining
year-round and begin limiting the powerful reigns franchises hold over their home city.
The result is a completely new building type that is flexible and can be customized to
provide different experiences throughout the year. The line between city and the space of
spectacle is blurred, allowing the interactions between people to become the true
spectacle of the city.
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[1] Abstract

Stadiums today have transitioned from a theater of sport to strictly capital driven operations.
Consequently, the very humble activity of watching sports is becoming only a privilege of the wealthy.
Although funded by taxpayer money, communities are unable to utilize stadiums year round. Instead,
stadiums sit vacant, creating large voids in the urban fabric. However, a fracturing of the typical oval
stadium can increase access and develop a new neighborhood identity for the stadium. An increase
in use by the community will help enhance the connection the stadium has to the surrounding context. Additional insertions of supplemental program create a stadium that is self-sustaining year-round
and begin limiting the powerful reigns franchises hold over their home city. The result is a completely
new building type that is flexible and can be customized to provide different experiences throughout
the year. The proposed site in Toronto serves as prototype for what is possible in other cities.

Thesis Statement [2]

Through the fracturing of a customary typology, and the installation of accessible and diverse program, stadiums can become vibrant public spaces year round. This in turn will return the sports venue
to the public realm and create architecture more ingrained in their respective communities.

[3]Research

3. Research
3.1 Area of Focus Summary
3.2 Literature Review
3.21 Typology From Greece to Ancient Textbook
3.22 Sports as a Cultural and Societal Ideal
3.23 Utopia Vs. Tradition
3.24 The Economics and Organization of Sports
3.3 Architectural Precedents
3.31 Oriole Park at Camden Yards, Baltimore
3.32 Wrigley Field, Chicage and Celtic Park, Glasgow
3.33 Stadium Dorms

Area of Focus Summary [3.1]

Before a new stadium typology can be developed, the environmental pressures and complex network of the sports industry must be reexamined. These include the intricate subtleties of the
sports culture and the connection to society as a whole. Additionally, the greed-motivated structure
of individual leagues is discussed as an attempt to show the progression away from sport for the common man. More importantly, the idea of typology must be defined and its evolution traced through
history to identify the necessity of establishing a specific type. To ensure full resolution (the parts and
the whole), the typology of both the stadium, as well as, possible programmatic additions are investigated. As guiding principles for the multi-use potential and contextual relationship of a stadium,
historic ideas, both successes and failures are established. Finally, a precedent study is presented to
show various approaches to both the stadium and multi-use buildings. Collectively, the presented
research should expose faults in the progression of the stadium and provide the needed definitions to
develop a comprehensive solution.

[3.2] Literature review
[3.21] Typology From Greece to Ancient Textbook

The word ‘type’ originates from the Greek word tuptein, which means ‘to strike’. This later evolved into the
Greek word tupos which means ‘impression, figure, pattern, or model’, and the Latin and fifteenth century French word
typus, which means ‘figure, image, symbol and emblem’.
In the present day, the word ‘type’ is understood to refer to a title or class that brings a group of objects with
similar qualities together. In an architectural context, ‘type’ is used to organize buildings strictly by use or function.
Some commonly accepted ‘building types’ include libraries, schools, banks, churches, and stadiums.
Just as the word ‘type’ has evolved over time, its understanding in architectural theory has also been dynamic.
The first explicit formulation of an idea of ‘type’ was introduced by Antoine-Chrysostome Quatremére de Quincy in the
late eighteenth century. Quatremére de Quincy defined ‘type’ as the idea or symbolic meaning that is represented by
a component or object. By representing ‘type’ as an abstract concept, Quatremére also made the ideal that architects
strive for, something that cannot be fully materialized. Type explained the reasoning behind architecture, and nature
was the source of reasoning. Nature is a constant throughout history, thus linking architecture to the past through type
(Lee).
The Quatremére thinking that separated type from the built product or model, changed in the nineteenth century when manuals and handbooks became the method for distributing architectural knowledge. The development of
architecture schools required a doctrine to standardize theory and used examples and precedents as evidence of the
validity of a theory. Examples and precedents with shared forms and functions became a specific ‘type’. The emergence of programs required a focus on the composition (Moneo). However, composition was no longer generated by
nature. Pioneered by Durand, composition began to be based on geometry super-imposed on a grid. Architectural
history could now be systematized and buildings ordered by their definitive features. By rationalizing the history of
architecture, Durand constructed an architectural science we now refer to as ‘typology’ (Lee).
Teaching based on typology was readily accepted until the beginning of the twentieth century when theoreticians of the Modern Movement rejected the idea because they believed it was too restrictive and made the design
process immobile. Walter Gropius believed it possible to design and construct a building with zero reference to prior
examples. ‘Type’ became an unknown and something that was unnecessary. But as industry gained steam around the
world, factories, the home to repetition, became repetitive in form as well. Type had now transformed into prototype,
where exact copies of buildings were built because they shared a common function.

Functionalism also rejected the historical concept of type. Instead of depending on historic precedent, functionalism was founded on the idea that architectural problems were too unique and complicated to be solved with
common solutions from the past. Instead, functionalists believed that architecture was predetermined by context,
effectively spelling the unimportance of ‘type’ (Moneo).
Aldo Rossi argued that the removal of ‘types’ from cities had caused them to freeze. There was no longer a
way to record the history of architecture through the lives of types. The nostalgia for ‘types’ from the past has given
continual relevance in the present day to the use of typology.
An examination of the history of some of the common building types will better represent this evolution, while
also displaying the societal influences that caused the changes. The first building type to examine is the library. In its
conception, the library was not its own building. The library type was essentially any place to keep books. Monastic
and cathedral libraries were book cupboards inside of the larger functional church. Some libraries were simply hiding
places for books scattered throughout a cathedral. The strict possession of knowledge held by religious entities didn’t
require additional public access. Only monks and clergymen were literate and needed access to books. The access
expanded with the founding of the university system, but the church was still in charge of the institutions. Libraries
as a building type were now defined as a singular room. These rooms displayed the books in rows of lecterns, again
displaying the influence of the church. After the Reformation, libraries were separated from religious control and the
public library was born. The first detached secular library was Wafen Buttel built in Germany. Two different types of
libraries emerged; those employing the stall system and those employing the wall system. More recent changes to the
library typology have been the separation of the stacks and the reading room. The current pressures from technology
will surely continue the evolution of the library typology (Pevsner).
A second interesting typographical study is that of the bank (exchange). Banking began with the discovery that
a written promise to pay could take the place of cash payment. Again, the origins of banks are in monastic establishments. In the fifteenth century, Italian merchant, Francesco Datini, records that premises are being built for merchants
and bankers. This was the result of people not repaying their loans, making banking risky during the medieval period.
Built exchanges also allowed for numerous negotiations to take place. The first public bank was the Banco Della Piazza
Di Rialto, in Venice and followed the basilica plan of a central nave flanked by two aisles. Moving from the renaissance,
Victorian banks resembled private houses. During the early twentieth century, banks returned to the nave and aisle
typology but expanded to two floors. In the current age of online banking and digital transactions, the bank building
type is going to drastically change and may even become nonexistent (Pevsner).

[3.2] Literature review
[3.21] Typology From Greece to Ancient Textbook

The typology of shops, stores, and department stores has remained pretty stagnant throughout history. There
was no difference from the shops at Trajan’s market and Ostia, to those in 1338. The first big innovation to shops was
the glazing of the storefront. Shops typically stretched from street to an inner courtyard. In Medieval times, streets
were limited to the shops of one trade (Milk Street). The shop type began to respond to the shopper with the construction of arcaded streets; an attempt to protect the shopper from the elements. This translated to the galleria,
which is essentially a glass-covered streetscape and is referred to as the first shopping mall. Department stores were
soon to follow with the construction of Bon Marché in Paris, France. Similar to gallerias, department stores contained a
variety of goods, but unlike gallerias, the department store was one entity with multiple levels around a central atrium.
The last major development to the store typology was the appearance of the chain store. Chain stores especially in the
second half of the twentieth century meant the development of a prototype and then the replication across the country. This ease of replication, combined with the popularity of the car lead to the construction of the shopping precinct,
the super market, and suburban branches of stores (Pevsner). Shopping has transformed into a destination rather than
just a part of the urban street. Similar to the previous two typographical studies, the impact of the internet and online
shopping on the store typology is only just beginning.
The final typology to discuss is that of the stadio or stadium. Originating in ancient Greece, the first stadio was
constructed in a U-shaped around a track where running events would take place. The stands were set into the ground
and the people would enter from the open side in the U. Hippodromes, also first constructed in ancient Greece, were
extended stadios, to accommodate longer horse races. During the first century the amphitheater was developed
and the first great prototype, the coliseum was constructed. The coliseum was home to a variety of events and could
readily be transformed to host naval battles. Built during the Flavian Dynasty it was intended to be a gift to the Roman
people after the previous emperor Nero took away public land. After the wide adoption of Christianity in the early
fourth century, no new stadiums were built for almost 1300 years. Instead, the public place of gathering became the
church and cathedral. Without new stadiums, sport events were hosted in public squares. Temporary stands, as well as
the surrounding buildings were places from which people viewed the central event (John, Sheard, and Vickery).

The new age of stadium design began with the revival of the Olympic games. These stadiums were monolithic concrete structures but still possessed an opening. The stadium typology remained unchanged until the 1960s
when multi-purpose stadium began to emerge. The initial thought was that building one stadium for both baseball
and football was more economical and therefore more sustainable. This proved to be a failure as the vast difference
in field shape made the multi-purpose stadium an unpleasant place to watch both football and baseball games. New
single-use stadiums have slowly replaced majority of the multi-purpose stadiums across the country. Current ballpark
typology alludes to the historic stadiums from the early twentieth century, adding a sense of nostalgia to each venue.
Football stadiums are beginning to break up the typical oval of seats by removing seating in the less desired viewing
areas of the corners. As records and statistics grow more and more important, the standardization and quantification of
the stadium has created identical and sterilized designs. By this logic the ideal stadium is an empty venue with spectators watching via live broadcast elsewhere (John, Sheard, and Vickery).
Although the form of the stadium has remained consistent over time, the size of the sports venue has continued to grow as time progresses. Progressing forward, the future stadium typology will need to utilize technology and
make attending events live, more attractive than watching a television broadcast.
In conclusion, over time typologies have changed for three reasons: following new functions, new materials,
and styles. Functionally, as a result of a rise in the middle class and the industrial revolution, and the consequential
population growth, the scale of public buildings increased and diversification was the remedy. New building materials
and technology also caused for the change and invention of building types. The introduction of glass and steel was
revolutionary to the architecture world. The first true American typology, the skyscraper emerged from this innovation. The last reason is a change in style. This is essentially coincides with the earlier discussion of typological theory
through history. As new theories were introduced, they directly affected building types.

[3.2] Literature review
[3.22] Sports as a Cultural and Societal Ideal

No Organization

At its conception, sport was no more than a way for individuals to display their mastery and dominance over
peers and the environment. Wrestling and sprinting were common exhibitions of power throughout prehistory. Majority of sport up to the time of Ancient Egypt was spontaneous in nature. It wasn’t until the Egyptians began to regulate sport in 2000 BC that sport began the transformation into an event. Sport officially became an event in Ancient
Greece in the form of funeral games and the Olympic Games. Socially, sport became associated with the wealthy.
While members of the lower class were busy with manual labor, the noble class was privileged to practice their chosen
sport. Politically, sport initiated truces were agreed to, to allow athletes safe travel to and from Olympic competitions
(Blanchard).
In the Middle Ages, whole villages in Ireland and Britain would compete in massive ball games. The games
would take place yearly on Shrove Tuesday and Ash Wednesday. These games are considered some of the earliest
origins of modern day soccer. Another precursor to soccer, calcio fiorentino, was played during the Renaissance. Unlike
during the Middle Ages, calcio was reserved for the aristocrats. It is recorded that calcio was played every night between the Epiphany and Lent. Several popes even partook in matches in Vatican City. The scheduling of events during
the Middle Ages and Renaissance shows a clear correlation between sport and religion (Blanchard).
The political nature of sports continued into the Colonial Era. As the British Empire expanded they would
bring their customs, sports included, to the newly conquered nations. The ease of communication of sport across cultures can be seen by the popularity of cricket in India today. The modern Olympics provided a more servile platform
to facilitate sport interactions between nations. At this time, the Olympics were strictly an amateur event. Meaning
that athletes participated in their sport for reasons of pleasure, not for professional means. As the value of winning
increased, the desire to cheat also trended upward. The idea of the amateur athlete was beginning to die.
In our current age of professional sports, sports have served as a vehicle to soften the barriers of some of the
United States’ biggest social problems. When Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier in baseball, he helped to humanize the segregation issue and began the slow journey towards racial equality. The passing of Title IX also was one
of the biggest impacts of the women suffrage movements. Sports, once completely male oriented, were now easily
accessible by women, foreshadowing the rise in social status of women in other parts of society. The equality of openly
homosexual athletes is currently the biggest social issue sports faces. Sports provide a public forum that put the issue
in the spotlight and forces resolution (Blanchard).

The current popularity of sports is an all time high. Assisted by
technological advances, sports are more accessible than ever before. John
Bale has written, “Distant places and events have become as familiar or more
so than nearby influence”. He then goes on to question, “how in the face of
massive global movements can we retain any sense of local places and their
particularities.” As the internet and new systems of communication evolve
and expand their reach, the economic and social identity of sports venues
become just nodes in a larger network. This trend threatens to eliminate the
attachment and tradition people connect to their home field venue. But the
stadium and sport possess the unique ability to bring people from different
backgrounds together. Spanning across many cultures, the stadium is the
place where large masses of people can share the most common experience.
The combination of stimuli with individual histories, dispositions, preconceptions, and other contextual processes form experience (Vertinsky and Bale).
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[3.2] Literature review
[3.23] Utopia Vs. Tradition

The focus of the literature previously presented was focused on the individual and independent building.
However, buildings are not built in vacuums, they are part of a larger composition, the city. Views on the proper method of situating buildings within an urban fabric have historically been divided into two prominent positions: a utopian
(futuristic) approach or a traditional approach. The utopian theory of urban planning emerged during the Modernist
period. Members of the Congrés International d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM), like Le Corbusier, viewed the city as
a container for many discrete functions. In his publication, the Athens Charter, Le Corbusier develops the concept of
‘the Functional City’. This idealized version of a city would be divided into four distinct function based parts: dwelling,
working, recreation, and circulation. It was logical to place dwelling spaces away from industrial sites that created unhealthy environments. The placing of dwelling units adjacent to work districts also attempted to minimize the commute time of residents. What the Athens Charter neglected to consider, was that cities cannot be designed to a form
or size. They are living beings and are ever changing.
As a response to the Modernist ideal, Team 10 Architects assembled a show, Team 10: A Utopia of the Present, at Yale School of Architecture to propose architecture rooted in community identity. The groups biggest concern was life-draining consequences of the Modernists’ planning goals. Peter and Allison Smithson, part of Team 10,
developed their own Patterns of Association. Their concept was to begin mixing the four functional zones from Le
Corbusier’s Athens Charter. Team 10’s response to CIAM ultimately lead to Collage City, the work of Colin Rowe and
Fred Koetter. Collage City makes the argument that a city should be viewed as a series of fragments; fragments from
the past, present and future, fragments applied strategically so as to allow for the city to grow and sustain itself. In
summary, “ A collage approach, an approach in which objects are constructed or seduced from out of their context,
is—at the present day—the only way of dealing with the ultimate problems of, either or both, utopia and tradition.”
Since its publication in 1978, the idea of collage has not only become an important theoretical concept, but also a very
useful design technique. Vital pieces to every collage include: memorable streets, stabilizers, potentially interminable
set pieces, splendid public terraces, ambiguous and composite buildings, nostalgia producing instruments, and the
garden.

Changing scales again, the same urban strategies just presented can be applied back to the individual buildings. Buildings with homogeneous function suffer from underutilization, which disrupts the dynamism of urban life.
Places people work and their dwelling spaces work as couple. During weekdays office buildings are occupied, while
residential apartments sit empty. The inverse is true after five in the evening and on the weekends. Vacant buildings
become unsafe with no surveillance by the normal occupants. They are also very inefficient buildings, using mechanical systems and electricity even during off hours. They are however efficient in the original environment they are
planned for, but again inefficient if they environment ever changes. The answer to this predicament is the multi-use
building.
The key to designing successful multi-use buildings is finding uses that are complimentary in nature. Uses
should be derived from daily life and reinforce each other. The idea of a multi-use building is not new. As discussed
earlier in the building typology section, multi-use buildings were the norm throughout history. Additional examples not
mentioned earlier, include the Greek agora, and the Roman Bath. Both of these buildings served as meeting places
for people, with libraries and theaters all contained inside. It wasn’t until the industrial revolution, and the dangerous
processes that functions began to be separated into independent freestanding buildings. The institutionalization of
many functions also lead to the desire for isolation. But as architect Eberhard Zeidler explains, the solution is not the
complete opposite; an empty shell of a building. He goes on to say, “The question is not to building flexible buildings
but to establish an environment in which buildings appropriate to their function may occur, and encourage an interaction between these buildings and their environment.”
This leads to the importance of multi-use projects’ relation back to the street. Multi-use programs are not
meant to be understood as simply part of the building they are located in, but rather part of the overarching urban
fabric. The street’s role is to be the continuum of space that orders the fragments of the city. However, the street has
also been affected by the implementation of single-use buildings. By segregating building use, circulation and traffic is
always moving in one direction. This increases the commute time of individuals while removing the possibility of interactions caused by cross traffic. Social contact can only occur between pedestrians because of the speed and isolation
provided by a car. The necessity of the automobile for commuting has reduced the very important density of cities.
Density facilitates movement and activity in cities by providing large populations of people with diverse options for
entertainment and leisure.
To summarize the goals of multi-use buildings, Zeidler provides a multi-use building manifesto. Multi-use
buildings should: Conserve urban space, relate to and create urban activity, be a link within the urban space, foster
social dispersion, relate to the historic and cultural situation of its place, respect the needs of each individual function,
inter-relate the various different functions, optimize technology (only when practical), achieve economy, respond to the
human psyche and provide a sense of meaning.

[3.2] Literature review
[3.24] The Economics and Organization of Sports

The modern sports industry began with the reinstatement of the Olympic games by Frenchman, Pierre de
Coubertin. Coubertin believed that sports were the best way for the common man to become a contributor to society.
In a little over a century the global sports industry has ballooned to a multi-billion dollar entity. The American sports
industry has an estimated value of $422 billion. In America there are four major professional leagues: the National
Hockey League (NHL), the National Basketball Association (NBA), Major League Baseball (MLB), and the largest and
most profitable league the National Football League (NFL). In the early twentieth century, ownership of sports team
was usually by a family. The Rooneys (Pittsburgh Steelers) and Maras (New York Giants) are examples of the few surviving football families today. As ownership trended towards capitalistic individuals, the need for a commissioner became
evident. The first commissioner was appointed in Major League Baseball after the Black Sox Scandal of 1919. The
scandal was the result of allegations that nine Chicago White Sox players intentionally lost games in the 1919 World
Series against the Cincinnati Reds, in exchange for money from gamblers. Their motivation to do so grew from the low
salaries the owner was paying them (“Black Sox Scandal”). The role of the commissioner at its inception was to serve
as an impartial monitor of the league and to restore the perception of the league through reforms. Typical league
structure today has a single commissioner at the top, followed by independently owned franchises. Sports teams have
quickly become the premier holding of large corporations, although the NFL prevents any publicly traded corporation
from owning a team. Each organization then has their own internal structure where coaches and players are employed.
Players are also part of the their respective league’s player association, which is intended to protect the best interests
of the players in the age of powerful owners. It is important to note that individual leagues cannot make profits, only
the teams within its jurisdiction (Conrad).
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The above structure has allowed owners to manipulate the size of their leagues to benefit themselves financially. The NFL was founded in 1920 and faced little competition from opposing leagues until the formation of the
American Football League (AFL) in 1960. The AFL was able to sign NFL players and secure national broadcasting
rights, allowing them to directly compete with the NFL. Realizing the financial benefit of operating as a unified league,
the two leagues merged in 1970, effectively forming a monopoly. With a lack of competition, the NFL owners function
as a cartel, fixing prices and providing exclusive licensing agreements to manufacturers (Conrad). There have even
been anti-trust lawsuits brought upon the NFL numerous times. The NFL argues that instead of 32 separate teams, it is
actually only one entity. The NFL’s immunity from anti-trust lawsuits was ruled unlawful in 2011 after an apparel company the lost licensing rights when the NFL agreed to exclusive rights with Reebok, sued the NFL (Liptak and Belson).
This ruling helps to limit the power of league owners, but as a monopoly they still possess the ability to control the
number of franchises in their league.
By the simple economic principle of supply and demand, a scarcity of teams placed in a culture that is sports
crazy drives causes the value of a franchise to skyrocket. Owners can then extort municipalities to build them stadiums
by threatening to relocate the team elsewhere. One of the most famous relocations is the Brooklyn Dodgers’ move
to Los Angeles. After Robert Moses, building coordinator for New York, refused to sell Dodgers land at below market
value, owner Walter O’Malley moved the team to the expanding west coast market. Majority of the stadiums are not
owned by the teams that call them home. Instead, stadiums are built by the public and then leased to a particular franchise.

[3.2] Literature review
[3.24] The Economics and Organization of Sports

As the main tenant, teams then control majority of generated revenue. Also part of the lease is the right to limit the
use of the stadium for other functions. One of the most interesting lease agreements is between the Chargers and the
city of San Diego. The municipality guarantees the Charger franchise that a certain number of tickets will be sold each
game. Meaning if the people of San Diego do not purchase the agreed upon 60,000 tickets, the city must buy the remaining tickets. To date, San Diego has paid the Chargers organization $25 million. This agreement is actually beneficial to San Diego because it ensures the team wont move to Los Angeles. Other interesting stadium leases include the
Cincinnati Bengals agreement to play at Paul Brown Stadium. To keep the Bengals in town, taxpayers are obligated to
pay the organization almost $30 million (Schaff).
This system of power and extortion does not need to be the norm. The Green Bay Packers organization provides an alternative. The Green Bay organization is a completely community funded franchise. People in the community buy stock in the team during set stock offerings. The stock does not appreciate in value and can only be transferred
to other family member. Stock ownership privileges the stockholder voting rights. Instead of an owner to make administrative decisions, a Board of Directors is elected. By Wisconsin law the organization is a for-profit because it issues
stock but all profits are put back into the organization and sixty percent of concession sales are donated to local area
charities. This unique corporate structure has kept the Packers in the NFLs smallest television market, while also creating arguably the most loyal fan base in the country. Unfortunately this ownership structure can no longer be replicated.
It is now in direct violation of league rules where the NFL is limited to 32 teams, and owners must have at least a 30%
stake in the respective franchise (Tjarks).
Revenue streams from the stadium include: personal seat licenses (PSLs), naming rights, signage, parking, concessions, luxury boxes, and premium seating. Personal seat licenses are the legal rights to the season tickets of particular seats in a stadium. They are usually sold before stadiums are built, and help fund the construction. According to
Ron Turner, Principal at Gensler’s Sports division, majority of teams’ revenue comes from stadium naming rights and
endorsement deals. Gatorade’s eight-year deal is worth $500 million and Visa’s six-year deal is worth $400 million. Endorsement deals and ticket sales are shared equally across the league helping smaller market teams stay competitive.
Also shared across the league is the revenue generated from the sale of television rights. The live broadcast rights of
sports have continued to climb and the price has directly caused the steep price increases of cable subscriptions. Not
all revenue is shared. For example, luxury box sales are not shared across the league, so there has been a rise in the
number of luxury boxes in new stadiums. Concession sales are split between the owner of the team and the owner of
the stadium. Many of the sources of revenue are limited to an eight to ten game a year schedule, making game days
extremely important (Dolles and Soderman).
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[3.3] Architectural Precedents
[3.31] Oriole Park at Camden Yards, Baltimore

Oriole Park at Camden Yards was built in 1992 on the railway of the old B&O Railroad’s Camden Station. Populous’s (formally HOK Sport) design was a clean break from the enclosed, multi-purpose stadiums typical of the period.
The open site lines and use of the B&O Warehouse as a backdrop alluded to the nostalgia filled ballparks of the early
twentieth century. The rave reviews for Camden Yards initiated a ballpark revolution and now all but two franchises
play in baseball only stadiums. Camden Yards is also referenced as a model of how to use a stadium part of an overall
urban revitalization plan. The reuse of existing buildings, like the warehouse for team offices and shops, keeps the
memory of the city’s history alive. Eutaw Street, which is directly between the warehouse and the stadium at Camden
Yards, is closed during games and becomes part of the park. On non-game days the street is open to all, blurring the
line between stadium and city. The site of the stadium is also close to a large entertainment and retail district (Baltimore’s Inner Harbor), a large university (University of Maryland-Baltimore) and a general area of mixed office buildings.
Even with all the successes of Camden Yards, the area directly surround the stadium has seen only minimal economic
impact (Chapin). This can be attributed to the limited use of the stadium due to temporary status of the baseball season.

[3.24] The Economics and Organization of Sports

[3.3] Architectural Precedents
[3.32] Wrigley Field, Chicago and Celtic Park, Glasgow

While most modern stadiums completely enclose the playing field with seating, there are two historic stadiums that question the conception of what stadium seating must be. Both Wrigley Field in Chicago and Celtic Park in
Glasgow leave part of the stadium open, allowing spectators from adjacent buildings to watch the game. Wrigley field
has been the home of the Cubs baseball club since 1916. In the century since its construction it has been tradition for
people to watch games from the rooftops of the surrounding buildings. The neighborhood quality of the stadium even
coined the name Wrigleyville for the surrounding area. At first, only a few people would ascend to the top of the buildings to take in a baseball game. However, in the 1980s, at the peak of the Cubs’ popularity, owners of the surrounding
buildings began to build actual bleachers and charge their own admission. After attempts to block the view from the
rooftops, the Cubs sued for copyright infringement in 2002. An agreement was made and revenue is now shared. Presently, the rooftops have evolved into elaborate multi-level lounges. When asked about the rooftop phenomenon, Ron
Turner from Gensler Sports said that its an exciting prospect to be able to enjoy certain things at the rooftops, that
otherwise would have been restricted in the actual stadium. ESPN has also lauded the experience of watching a game
from one of the rooftops by proclaiming, “Once you get to the top of Ivy League Baseball Club, you’ve reached baseball heaven.” Ironically, one the Cubs biggest rivals, the St. Louis Cardinals, have proposed the construction their own
version of rooftops as part of their new Ballpark Village. The idea of watching sporting events from outside the stadium is not unique to rooftops. At PNC Park in Pittsburgh, fans are welcome to watch games from the Roberto Clemente
Bridge overlooking the ballpark.

[3.3] Architectural Precedents
[3.33] Stadium Dorms

One of the unique mixed uses of stadiums is on college campuses. Louisiana State University (LSU), The Ohio
State University (OSU), and The University of Arizona, have all used their respective stadiums to also house students.
The fusion between dormitories and stadium at LSU occurred after the school’s president wanted more dorm rooms
but the state governor wanted to expand the capacity of the stadium. With only limited funds available a compromise
was reached and they combined the two. The dorms were built inside the existing stadium and seats were added
above. At Ohio State, dorms where built originally as a necessity during the Great Depression. In exchange for lower
housing rates, students agreed to six hours of work a week inside the dorms. This arrangement grew into communal
living and then ultimately single rooms. Both the LSU and OSU dorms closed in the 1980s as maintenance and renovation costs became too expensive. The vacant structures are still visible today as part of the current stadiums.
The University of Arizona still offers housing in its Navajo-Pinal halls which are built into the south end of the
school’s stadium. With the exception of one of the male floors, noise from games is reported to be minimal. Located
along the curved part of the stadium, rooms vary in size and shape. The biggest complaint from students is a lack of
natural light in common spaces and dorm rooms.

Ohio State University

University of Arizona

Louisiana State University

[4] Site Analysis

Site Studies [4.1]
The site for the project is Varsity Stadium at the University of Toronto’s St.
George Campus. To determine the location of the site, particular criteria necessary
for my new typology was developed. The first is public transport. All of the existing
stadiums and entertainment venues are accessible by public transit. The major metro
lines have been located and designated on the map below. It is also necessary that
the site be placed adjacent to entertainment and mixed-use retail space. A trip to the
stadium should not have to be planned; patrons should encounter it as part of their
daily routine. The last condition identified was density. For a large building to be used
efficiently, it must be situated in a location where the street Is the primary means of
transportation.

4. Site Analysis
4.1 Site Studies

[4.1] Site Studies
History

Varsity Stadium has long been home to various sporting events spanning back to the late 19th century. It was
also the place the community gathered for special occasions. The Doors are one of many acts to perform at the venue.
The stadium grew from modest grandstands to a complete bowl and then recently back to a single grandstand. It was
home to the Argonauts of the Canadian Football League before they moved to Rogers Centre. It is now home to the
University of Toronto Varsity Blues’ collection of teams. There have been rumors of the Argonauts desire to return to
Varsity Stadium.

[4.1] Site Studies
Materials

The page on the left displays a material study of the site. The site is a
true collage of materials ranging from old to new. The newly proposed stadium
aims to add to and strengthen the already existing composition.
On this page is the translation from the fractured thesis diagram to the
site. The fractured pieces become existing buildings, as well as, new construction. The fractured aspect to the design increases public access throughout the
year.

Program Description [4.1]

[5] Design

Dwelling
1. Public Residences
6. Public Residences
7. Student Residences

1.

Academic

2.
3.

3. Faculty Offices
4. Student Forum Space

4.

8. Classrooms / Labs
9. Classrooms / Labs

5.
6.

9.

Commercial
2. Roots Factory Store
4. Ground Floor Central Market

8.

4. Rooftop Bar

7.

8.Cafe
* Other shops / food options available at street level

5. Design
5.1 Program Type, Description, and Assessment
5.2 Project Images

GameDay
3. Rooftop Bleachers
4. Forum Seating
4. Rooftop Bar
5. Pressbox / Suites
9. Forum Seating

Form Generation
Block
The composition begins with a long linear block of building to enclose the playing
surface.

Segment
The long linear block is segmented to create multiple building volumes that can
house various programmatic functions.

Fragment
The segmented block is fragmented in strategic locations to allow for the flow of
pedestrians into the new public space.

Undulate
The heights of the different building volumes are pushed and pulled to better mimic
a city block while also creating occupiable roof surfaces.

Cut
The building volumes are cut using the sitelines generated by the corners of the
playing surface. This creates a variety of unobstructed viewing locations.

Extend
The seating of the lower bowl is extended into the void in the form of a forum
space. The continuation of seating blurs the border of stadium and building.

Cap
Each building is capped with a shell to create a facade that addresses the urban
conditions. The L-shaped shell provides additional overhead coverage like a stadium.

Ascend
The voids created by the fragmenting of the block become points of vertical circulation that connect to a series of balconies.

GameDay Vs. Non-GameDay

GameDay

Changes on GameDay

Collapsible BleachersBleachers are installed on the roof to provide additional seating. The bleachers are not permanent so that the roof can be
used for other activities majority of the year.

Accordion Curtain WallThe accordion curtain wall located in front of the forum
space is opened (when weather permits) to make the forum
seating more a part of the overall stadium atmosphere. The
boundary of stadium/ building is blurred through this action.

Louver SeatingThe louvers used as part of the horizontal line motif are able
to rotate into additional bleacher seating. This flexible detail
of the design is a playful way to “rethink” the typical metal
bleacher.

Elevations

East Elevation

East Elevation [GameDay]

Returning to the original diagram, the seating is fractured
not only in plan but additionally
in section. There is a variety of
viewing options ranging from
rooftop bleachers to standing
room only sections.

Viewing Options

The vertical circulation serves as
both structure, as well as methods to view the event. There are
stairs located both inside and
outside the building.

Vertical Circulation

Plans

Ground Floor

Forum Space

Rooftop

Section

This section through Building 4 shows the stacking of market, student forum, and rooftop bar.
The location of the rotating lovers is also noted, as well as, the garage-door glass walls of the
bar. The continuation from stadium seating into the building in the shape of the student forum,
shows how surrounding buildings can be both inward directed during the week but transform
into part of the stadium on gameday. This dynamic nature of the building allows the spectacle
of space to transfer from event to individual interactions between people.

[6] Conclusion
Throughout history, sports have been seen as a commodity that can be bought and sold. The power
given to professional sports teams has impacted personal finances and has even disrupted urban
life. Through the fracturing of a customary typology, and the installation of accessible and diverse
program, stadiums can become vibrant public spaces year round. This in turn will return the sports
venue to the public realm and create architecture more ingrained in their respective communities.
The given model can adapted city-by-city or campus-by-campus so that each team can possess a
genuine home-field advantage.

6. Conclusion
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